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Consider Your Subject & StyleConsider Your Subject & Style

••

 

Whose portrait are you looking to capture?Whose portrait are you looking to capture?

A friend, a spouse, a child, a group of children, a newborn babyA friend, a spouse, a child, a group of children, a newborn baby, a grad, a , a grad, a 
bride & groom, a family reunion, a sports team, your pet dog or bride & groom, a family reunion, a sports team, your pet dog or a show a show 
horsehorse……

Your subject dictates where, when, how and with what equipment yYour subject dictates where, when, how and with what equipment you ou 
decide to shoot.decide to shoot.

••

 

What style of portrait are you looking for?What style of portrait are you looking for?
Fun, fresh, playful?  Modern and edgy?  Whimsical, nostalgic, viFun, fresh, playful?  Modern and edgy?  Whimsical, nostalgic, vintage?ntage?
Determining the look and feel of the portrait youDetermining the look and feel of the portrait you’’d like to take will help d like to take will help 
you decide how to style your subject.you decide how to style your subject.



Location, Location, Location!Location, Location, Location!

Outdoor/Location Outdoor/Location 
PhotographyPhotography

Indoor/StudioIndoor/Studio
PhotographyPhotography

••

 

Making use of natural, outdoor Making use of natural, outdoor 
light allows for simpler light allows for simpler 
photographyphotography

••

 

Requires less equipmentRequires less equipment

••

 

Wider range of more creative, Wider range of more creative, 
unique backdrops and settings.unique backdrops and settings.

••

 

Good for active subjects and Good for active subjects and 
large groupslarge groups

••

 

Provides a more controlled Provides a more controlled 
lighting environmentlighting environment

••

 

May require additional lighting May require additional lighting 
equipment equipment 

••

 

Sometimes the only optionSometimes the only option

••

 

Works best with less active Works best with less active 
subjects, individuals and small subjects, individuals and small 
groupsgroups



Selecting Outdoor LocationsSelecting Outdoor Locations

••

 

Subject to the seasonSubject to the season
Mid/late spring, summer, early fall best for shooting outdoors, Mid/late spring, summer, early fall best for shooting outdoors, although winter can although winter can 
make for some stunning and unique portraits. Each season offers make for some stunning and unique portraits. Each season offers different colours, different colours, 
tones, quality of light and feeling to an image.tones, quality of light and feeling to an image.

••

 

Consider your subject & styleConsider your subject & style
The setting should reflect your subject and help to achieve the The setting should reflect your subject and help to achieve the style of image style of image 
youyou’’re going for.re going for.

••

 

Look for settings that offer interesting textures, colours, lineLook for settings that offer interesting textures, colours, lines, and visually s, and visually 
appealing backdrops that suit the style of the image youappealing backdrops that suit the style of the image you’’d like to create.d like to create.

••

 

Watch for busy backgrounds and avoid overWatch for busy backgrounds and avoid over--crowded places.crowded places.

••

 

If possible, check your location prior to shooting at about the If possible, check your location prior to shooting at about the same time same time 
you plan to shootyou plan to shoot
Outdoor locations can change and a walk though can help you idenOutdoor locations can change and a walk though can help you identify how best tify how best 
to use the site.to use the site.













Selecting Indoor LocationsSelecting Indoor Locations

••

 

Select indoor locations with big windows and plenty of availableSelect indoor locations with big windows and plenty of available

 

light or light or 
be prepared to use additional lighting and/or a tripodbe prepared to use additional lighting and/or a tripod

••

 

Rooms with light coloured walls and furniture will offer more liRooms with light coloured walls and furniture will offer more light than ght than 
rooms with darker coloured walls and furniture.rooms with darker coloured walls and furniture.

••

 

The colour of a room can cause your images to have hues of the sThe colour of a room can cause your images to have hues of the same ame 
colour. A lower, white ceiling is great for bouncing and diffusicolour. A lower, white ceiling is great for bouncing and diffusing light ng light 
from an onfrom an on--camera flash.camera flash.

••

 

A simple muslin backdrop and stand, curtains, lengths of fabric,A simple muslin backdrop and stand, curtains, lengths of fabric,

 

patterned patterned 
wall paper, wood, stone or other textured wall paneling can all wall paper, wood, stone or other textured wall paneling can all make for make for 
good indoor backgrounds.good indoor backgrounds.

••

 

Use props! An interesting piece of furniture, plants, a vase of Use props! An interesting piece of furniture, plants, a vase of flowersflowers……the the 
list is endlesslist is endless……

 

Props should be simple yet bold and do avoid clutter.Props should be simple yet bold and do avoid clutter.















Clothing ChoiceClothing Choice

••

 

Clothing should be kept simple so as not to detract from the facClothing should be kept simple so as not to detract from the face.e.

••

 

Comfortable & coordinated are keyComfortable & coordinated are key
If clothing is not comfortable your subject will not be able to If clothing is not comfortable your subject will not be able to relax. Coordinated relax. Coordinated 
does not mean too does not mean too matchymatchy--matchymatchy, but rather that clothing be in matching tones., but rather that clothing be in matching tones.

••

 

Solid colours are great; use patterns sparinglySolid colours are great; use patterns sparingly
Avoid overly bold patterns and mixing patterns. Neutrals like taAvoid overly bold patterns and mixing patterns. Neutrals like tans and cream ns and cream 
colours are great for a brighter/lighter look. Colours like marocolours are great for a brighter/lighter look. Colours like maroon, cranberry, on, cranberry, 
brown, mustard, olives, greens, purples and navy bluesbrown, mustard, olives, greens, purples and navy blues——essentially any earthy or essentially any earthy or 
jewel tonesjewel tones——always work well. Khaki pants, cords and jeans tend to photograpalways work well. Khaki pants, cords and jeans tend to photograph h 
well. Dresses and skirts are also nice either in solid colors orwell. Dresses and skirts are also nice either in solid colors or

 

lightly patterned. lightly patterned. 
Whites and blacks can work but be aware that they can throw off Whites and blacks can work but be aware that they can throw off your exposure.your exposure.

••

 

Avoid clothing with words/logos, clothing that is too tight/baggAvoid clothing with words/logos, clothing that is too tight/baggy, as well y, as well 
as sleeveless shirts. Large or frilly collars and other details as sleeveless shirts. Large or frilly collars and other details or designs in or designs in 
clothing can also work if theyclothing can also work if they’’re kept simple. Vre kept simple. V--necks are great! necks are great! 





Clothing ChoiceClothing Choice

••

 

Accessories! Accessories! 
Hats, scarves, unique jewellery, hair clips can all add a splashHats, scarves, unique jewellery, hair clips can all add a splash

 

of colour to a of colour to a 
portrait.portrait.

••

 

For children and babies, cute clothing, handmade clothing items For children and babies, cute clothing, handmade clothing items like like 
sweaters, hats and scarves are always a nice touch.sweaters, hats and scarves are always a nice touch.

••

 

DonDon’’t forget about the shoes!t forget about the shoes!
Sometimes shoes are overlooked. To allow for full body shots, maSometimes shoes are overlooked. To allow for full body shots, make sure shoes ke sure shoes 
match the outfit.match the outfit.

••

 

Variety is good.Variety is good.
If the situation permits, try having a few different clothing opIf the situation permits, try having a few different clothing options and accessories tions and accessories 
on hand and play with them.on hand and play with them.



Hair & MakeupHair & Makeup

••

 

Hair should usually be kept natural. Try tying or clipping hair Hair should usually be kept natural. Try tying or clipping hair back for a back for a 
variety of looks, or adding a hat or other hair accessoryvariety of looks, or adding a hat or other hair accessory

••

 

Makeup, even applied to a natural affect, goes a long way in a pMakeup, even applied to a natural affect, goes a long way in a photo.hoto.

••

 

Men who do not sport beards should be clean shaven.Men who do not sport beards should be clean shaven.

••

 

Hands are often visible in shots so clean, well manicured nails Hands are often visible in shots so clean, well manicured nails are good.are good.



Posed vs. Candid ShotsPosed vs. Candid Shots

••

 

Whether you decide to shoot posed shots or candid shots really dWhether you decide to shoot posed shots or candid shots really depends on your epends on your 
subject, and the nature and style of the photographs you want tosubject, and the nature and style of the photographs you want to

 

capture. capture. 
However both styles work for both indoor and outdoor shooting.However both styles work for both indoor and outdoor shooting.

••

 

Posing your subject gives you more control over your lighting anPosing your subject gives you more control over your lighting and works best with d works best with 
subjects that are more stationary.subjects that are more stationary.

••

 

Timing is the key to great candid shots and they generally lend Timing is the key to great candid shots and they generally lend a high degree of a high degree of 
intimacy to a photograph while also allowing you to capture yourintimacy to a photograph while also allowing you to capture your

 

subject in a subject in a 
more relaxed and natural state. Candid shots work great for subjmore relaxed and natural state. Candid shots work great for subjects who may find ects who may find 
it harder to hold a pose such as young children and pets. Candidit harder to hold a pose such as young children and pets. Candid

 

photography also photography also 
works well with more reluctant subjects.works well with more reluctant subjects.

••

 

Taking a mix of both candid and posed shots is always worthwhileTaking a mix of both candid and posed shots is always worthwhile, as is setting up , as is setting up 
a poseda posed--candid shots.candid shots.



A Few Things to Keep in MindA Few Things to Keep in Mind

••

 

Portrait (vertical) format tends to work very well for portraitsPortrait (vertical) format tends to work very well for portraits

••

 

Alternate your angle and perspective; shoot from above and belowAlternate your angle and perspective; shoot from above and below

••

 

Watch for headroom; avoid awkward cutoffs such as at the jointsWatch for headroom; avoid awkward cutoffs such as at the joints

••

 

Check what the hands and feet are doingCheck what the hands and feet are doing

••

 

Scan the frame and check the backgroundScan the frame and check the background

••

 

Get close up and step back and get a wider view.Get close up and step back and get a wider view.





General Posing TipsGeneral Posing Tips

••

 

Generally avoid shooting a subject straight onGenerally avoid shooting a subject straight on

••

 

Angle the subjects shoulders slightlyAngle the subjects shoulders slightly

••

 

Avoid straight joints; if it bends, bend it (Avoid straight joints; if it bends, bend it (ieie. a slight bend in the arm at the . a slight bend in the arm at the 
elbow, tilting of the head, leaning slightly forward at the waiselbow, tilting of the head, leaning slightly forward at the waist, relaxing t, relaxing 
fingers, and bending a kneefingers, and bending a knee

••

 

Whatever the pose, itWhatever the pose, it’’s really important that the subject be comfortable. s really important that the subject be comfortable. 
Discomfort is magnified in a photograph.Discomfort is magnified in a photograph.



Posing WomenPosing Women

••

 

Avoid shooting the shoulders straight on; angle the subject sligAvoid shooting the shoulders straight on; angle the subject slightly htly 
towards the cameratowards the camera

••

 

One foot stepped slightly out with weight shifted to back hip heOne foot stepped slightly out with weight shifted to back hip helps to lps to 
extend the length of the body by creating a longer lineextend the length of the body by creating a longer line

••

 

Women tend to lean away from the camera so a slight bend at the Women tend to lean away from the camera so a slight bend at the waist waist 
towards the camera can helptowards the camera can help

••

 

Avoid arms glued to the side of the body; try a hand on the hip,Avoid arms glued to the side of the body; try a hand on the hip,

 

holding holding 
an object; or a hand in front or back pocketsan object; or a hand in front or back pockets

••

 

Avoid shooting from below; shooting from above can minimize a laAvoid shooting from below; shooting from above can minimize a larger rger 
frameframe



Posing MenPosing Men

••

 

Shoot low; also shooting from below can lend an air of strength Shoot low; also shooting from below can lend an air of strength to an to an 
imageimage

••

 

The head tipped slightly back or slightly down shows confidenceThe head tipped slightly back or slightly down shows confidence

••

 

Legs should usually be apart whether sitting or standingLegs should usually be apart whether sitting or standing

••

 

Leaning forward at the waist towards the camera works wellLeaning forward at the waist towards the camera works well

••

 

Men can be photographed with shoulders straight to the cameraMen can be photographed with shoulders straight to the camera

••

 

Poses with arms folded, leaning on a wall, and hands in pockets Poses with arms folded, leaning on a wall, and hands in pockets all work all work 
well.well.



Photographing Children & PetsPhotographing Children & Pets

••

 

Opt for candid, particularly for very young children.Opt for candid, particularly for very young children.

••

 

When it comes to newborns, indoors in natural light is usually bWhen it comes to newborns, indoors in natural light is usually best and est and 
within the first two weeks of birth.within the first two weeks of birth.

••

 

Get down lowGet down low

••

 

Use continuous focus and shooting; use faster shutter speedsUse continuous focus and shooting; use faster shutter speeds

••

 

Let Let ‘‘emem

 

play; select a few photogenic toys to use as props works great,play; select a few photogenic toys to use as props works great,

 
especially antique and handmade toysespecially antique and handmade toys

••

 

When in doubt, blow bubblesWhen in doubt, blow bubbles















Photographing GroupsPhotographing Groups

••

 

Encourage subject contact; any distance between subjects in a grEncourage subject contact; any distance between subjects in a group shot oup shot 
will be magnified a hundred fold in a photographwill be magnified a hundred fold in a photograph

••

 

Encourage subject interaction; looking, smiling and laughing at Encourage subject interaction; looking, smiling and laughing at each other each other 
can be a great alternative to having everyone look at the cameracan be a great alternative to having everyone look at the camera

••

 

Aim for balance and a sense of symmetryAim for balance and a sense of symmetry

••

 

Avoid placing subjectsAvoid placing subjects’’

 

heads all on the same level; use a visual triangleheads all on the same level; use a visual triangle

••

 

Lighting even a small ground can be tricky indoors; most groups Lighting even a small ground can be tricky indoors; most groups are best are best 
photographed outdoors.photographed outdoors.







Basic Lighting: Working with One LightBasic Lighting: Working with One Light

These basic lighting suggestions apply whether you are shooting These basic lighting suggestions apply whether you are shooting 
outdoors with the sun as your light or indoors with natural outdoors with the sun as your light or indoors with natural 
window lighting or a flash. The principles of size and directionwindow lighting or a flash. The principles of size and direction

 
are generally the same.are generally the same.



Basic Lighting: Working with One LightBasic Lighting: Working with One Light

The rays from a small, highThe rays from a small, high--contrast light source all strike a subject at contrast light source all strike a subject at 
approximately the same angle, producing a hardapproximately the same angle, producing a hard--edged shadow.edged shadow.



Basic Lighting: Working with One LightBasic Lighting: Working with One Light

On overcast days, cloud scatters the sunOn overcast days, cloud scatters the sun’’s light rays, causing them to strike s light rays, causing them to strike 
the subject from many different angles. This produces the sift sthe subject from many different angles. This produces the sift shadow hadow 
characteristic of larger lights.characteristic of larger lights.

So a shadow so soft that it is just barely visible is the resultSo a shadow so soft that it is just barely visible is the result

 

of a very large of a very large 
light sourcelight source



Basic Lighting: Working with One LightBasic Lighting: Working with One Light

Photography tools such as umbrellas and diffuser screens and tecPhotography tools such as umbrellas and diffuser screens and techniques hniques 
such as bouncing an on camera flash are all done with the purpossuch as bouncing an on camera flash are all done with the purpose of e of 
softening and diffusing light, causing it to strike the subject softening and diffusing light, causing it to strike the subject from a wider from a wider 
range of angles.range of angles.

A small light source produces small, hard highlights on the bottA small light source produces small, hard highlights on the bottles at left.les at left.
Larger highlights can be produced with a larger light source as Larger highlights can be produced with a larger light source as seen at seen at 
right.right.



Basic Lighting: Working with One LightBasic Lighting: Working with One Light

This diagram shows the simplest of portrait lighting set ups. HeThis diagram shows the simplest of portrait lighting set ups. Here the re the 
subject is lit by a single bare bulb placed to the side. Note thsubject is lit by a single bare bulb placed to the side. Note that the sun on at the sun on 
a sunny day could take the place of the bulb in this diagram. Boa sunny day could take the place of the bulb in this diagram. Both th 
situations would produce a similar hard, harsh light as seen in situations would produce a similar hard, harsh light as seen in the portrait the portrait 
here.here.



Basic Lighting: Working with One LightBasic Lighting: Working with One Light

The same way clouds will soften the sunThe same way clouds will soften the sun’’s light, adding a simple shade to s light, adding a simple shade to 
the bare bulb will result in softer shadows that define the featthe bare bulb will result in softer shadows that define the features of the ures of the 
subject and add depth.subject and add depth.



Basic Lighting: Placing the LightBasic Lighting: Placing the Light

••

 

The key triangle extending from the eyes, through the cheek, to The key triangle extending from the eyes, through the cheek, to the lip the lip 
line is the starting point for good portrait lighting.line is the starting point for good portrait lighting.

••

 

Flat lighting is the result of placing the main light too near tFlat lighting is the result of placing the main light too near the camera.he camera.

••

 

Raccoon eyes are the result of lifting the main light too high aRaccoon eyes are the result of lifting the main light too high above the bove the 
subjectsubject’’s face.s face.

••

 

The result of placing the main light too far over to one side isThe result of placing the main light too far over to one side is

 

that one that one 
half of the face will be lit while the other is in complete shadhalf of the face will be lit while the other is in complete shadow with the ow with the 
key triangle lost.key triangle lost.



Broad Lighting vs. Short LightingBroad Lighting vs. Short Lighting

Short Lighting:Short Lighting:

••

 

Putting the main light on the side opposite the visible ear prodPutting the main light on the side opposite the visible ear produces short uces short 
lighting.lighting.

Broad Lighting:Broad Lighting:
••

 

Broad lighting means putting the main light on the same side as Broad lighting means putting the main light on the same side as the visible the visible 
ear. ear. 

••

 

This is the best lighting to use with subjects who wear glasses.This is the best lighting to use with subjects who wear glasses.



Study LightStudy Light

Paying attention to lighting in classic photographs, and in telePaying attention to lighting in classic photographs, and in television and vision and 
movie cinematography are great ways to increase your knowledge omovie cinematography are great ways to increase your knowledge of f 
light.light.















Finding the Right Light OutdoorsFinding the Right Light Outdoors

The Golden HourThe Golden Hour

This is the approximately one hour of light right after the sun This is the approximately one hour of light right after the sun comes up and right comes up and right 
before it goes down. This light is ideal for most types of photobefore it goes down. This light is ideal for most types of photography, including graphy, including 
portraits because of its quality, colour, and the low angle fromportraits because of its quality, colour, and the low angle from

 

which it comes.which it comes.

The length of the golden The length of the golden ““hourhour””

 

is longer the further away you get from the is longer the further away you get from the 
equator and shorter (to almost nonequator and shorter (to almost non--existent the closer you get to the equator.existent the closer you get to the equator.

Golden light is soft.Golden light is soft.
The light is traveling through more of the EarthThe light is traveling through more of the Earth’’s atmosphere, and that really s atmosphere, and that really 
softens it up and soft light makes people look pretty. Harsh ligsoftens it up and soft light makes people look pretty. Harsh light doesnht doesn’’t.t.
In fact, golden light can become so soft that you can have your In fact, golden light can become so soft that you can have your subjects facing subjects facing 
straight into the sun, and they wonstraight into the sun, and they won’’t squint, they wont squint, they won’’t look shiny, and the light t look shiny, and the light 
will be super flattering. will be super flattering. 



Finding the Right Light OutdoorsFinding the Right Light Outdoors

Golden light is warm.Golden light is warm.
Warm as in color temperature. With golden light, more of the bluWarm as in color temperature. With golden light, more of the blue wavelengths e wavelengths 
are scattered, and so the light naturally looks more red/yellow.are scattered, and so the light naturally looks more red/yellow.

 

Warmer tones are Warmer tones are 
generally more flattering on people. generally more flattering on people. 

Golden light is dimensional.Golden light is dimensional.
Just before sunset the sun is very low in the sky. This producesJust before sunset the sun is very low in the sky. This produces

 

more directional more directional 
light because of the low angle. Basically, it adds more dimensiolight because of the low angle. Basically, it adds more dimension to the scene. n to the scene. 
Shadows are longer (and softer) than during the day, and things Shadows are longer (and softer) than during the day, and things just look more just look more 
interesting and dynamic. interesting and dynamic. 

Remember, photographs are 2D representations of a 3D world. DimeRemember, photographs are 2D representations of a 3D world. Dimension in the nsion in the 
light helps suggest that three dimensionality.light helps suggest that three dimensionality.



How to Shoot in Golden LightHow to Shoot in Golden Light

Front LightingFront Lighting
Your subject faces the sun. Golden hour is the perfect time to dYour subject faces the sun. Golden hour is the perfect time to do this with natural o this with natural 
light, since they wonlight, since they won’’t be super squinty. Itt be super squinty. It’’s even, gorgeous, and easy to shoot. s even, gorgeous, and easy to shoot. 



How to Shoot in Golden LightHow to Shoot in Golden Light
BacklightingBacklighting

You can also put the sun behind your subject to get backlightingYou can also put the sun behind your subject to get backlighting

 

going on. This is going on. This is 
really awesome during golden hour, as it creates that warm, really awesome during golden hour, as it creates that warm, glowyglowy

 

effect. Expose effect. Expose 
for your subjectsfor your subjects’’

 

skin tones, and enjoy the magic.skin tones, and enjoy the magic.



How to Shoot in Golden LightHow to Shoot in Golden Light
Rim LightingRim Lighting

This happens when youThis happens when you’’re using the sun in a backlit situation. If you have a dark re using the sun in a backlit situation. If you have a dark 
background behind the subject, you can see a faint glow outlininbackground behind the subject, you can see a faint glow outlining them. This is g them. This is 
called rim lighting, and it gives your subject separation from tcalled rim lighting, and it gives your subject separation from the background. This he background. This 
works because it draws attention to your subject. works because it draws attention to your subject. 



How to Shoot in Golden LightHow to Shoot in Golden Light
FlareFlare

Flare is that awesome Flare is that awesome glowyglowy, , rainbowyrainbowy

 

effect that happens when light hits your effect that happens when light hits your 
lens. It works especially well during golden hour, when the sun lens. It works especially well during golden hour, when the sun is at a great angle, is at a great angle, 
and has lots of colour to play with. It happens in backlit situaand has lots of colour to play with. It happens in backlit situations, just like rim tions, just like rim 
lighting.lighting.
To get flare, just play around with how much sunlight actually hTo get flare, just play around with how much sunlight actually hits your lens. its your lens. 
The neat thing about flare is that itThe neat thing about flare is that it’’s super unique. Different lenses at different s super unique. Different lenses at different 
apertures render flare differently. Different light at differentapertures render flare differently. Different light at different

 

intensities produces intensities produces 
different effects. And when you change up the angle things get ddifferent effects. And when you change up the angle things get different. Play ifferent. Play 
around. around. 



Shooting Outdoors on Cloudy & Sunny DaysShooting Outdoors on Cloudy & Sunny Days

Cloudy DaysCloudy Days
Shooting on cloudy days is optimal. When clouds cover the sky, tShooting on cloudy days is optimal. When clouds cover the sky, they act basically hey act basically 
like a giant soft box in the sky, softening and diffusing the lilike a giant soft box in the sky, softening and diffusing the light of the sun. Cloudy ght of the sun. Cloudy 
day light will produce very few shadows making it ideal for portday light will produce very few shadows making it ideal for portrait photography.rait photography.

Sunny DaysSunny Days
While sunny days can offer vivid bright colours, sunny days can While sunny days can offer vivid bright colours, sunny days can make shooting make shooting 
tricky, especially for portraits. This is because the sun productricky, especially for portraits. This is because the sun produces a bright, harsh light es a bright, harsh light 
that can be unflattering, can force your subject to squint theirthat can be unflattering, can force your subject to squint their

 

eyes, and which eyes, and which 
produces hard, dark shadows.produces hard, dark shadows.

The solution? Shoot in the shade.The solution? Shoot in the shade.



Shooting Outdoors on Cloudy & Sunny DaysShooting Outdoors on Cloudy & Sunny Days

Shooting in the ShadeShooting in the Shade

••

 

Use your eyes. Is this shade flattering? Adjust until you like iUse your eyes. Is this shade flattering? Adjust until you like it.t.

••

 

Shoot manual. With shade, and manual camera settings, you will bShoot manual. With shade, and manual camera settings, you will barely have to arely have to 
think about your camera and your lighting, and get to focus totathink about your camera and your lighting, and get to focus totally on your lly on your 
subject.subject.

••

 

Face your subjects out of the shade. This brings more light ontoFace your subjects out of the shade. This brings more light onto

 

their face and into their face and into 
their eyes, which is very important.their eyes, which is very important.

••

 

Unless it is high noon, there will always be one side of a buildUnless it is high noon, there will always be one side of a building in shade, so iting in shade, so it’’s s 
all around you. Fences, houses, cars, and even people can also ball around you. Fences, houses, cars, and even people can also be great sources of e great sources of 
shadeshade



Shooting Outdoors on Cloudy & Sunny DaysShooting Outdoors on Cloudy & Sunny Days

Ways to Shoot in the ShadeWays to Shoot in the Shade

••

 

Place your subject fully into the shade for super consistent andPlace your subject fully into the shade for super consistent and

 

easy lighteasy light

••

 

Place your subject just at the edge of the shade for a Place your subject just at the edge of the shade for a ““naturalnatural””

 

hair light, and nifty hair light, and nifty 
separationseparation

••

 

Experiment with facing your subject different directions in the Experiment with facing your subject different directions in the shade, and placing shade, and placing 
your subject different distances into the shadeyour subject different distances into the shade

••

 

One thing you can try is placing your subject, then walking in aOne thing you can try is placing your subject, then walking in a

 

circle around them circle around them 
having them follow you. Watch the light/shade and how it interachaving them follow you. Watch the light/shade and how it interacts with your ts with your 
subject. When you like what you see, shoot.subject. When you like what you see, shoot.



Shooting Outdoors on Cloudy & Sunny DaysShooting Outdoors on Cloudy & Sunny Days

What if thereWhat if there’’s no shade?s no shade?

••

 

Place the sun behind your subject, and focus on their faces. YouPlace the sun behind your subject, and focus on their faces. You’’ll still have nice ll still have nice 
lightlight——they wonthey won’’t be squinty or have harsh shadows on their faces. The downside?t be squinty or have harsh shadows on their faces. The downside?

 
Your background is going to Your background is going to ““blow outblow out””

 

or go completely white because there is or go completely white because there is 
just too much light behind them for the camera to handle.just too much light behind them for the camera to handle.

••

 

An alternative is to photograph your subject at an angle to the An alternative is to photograph your subject at an angle to the sunlight. Sometimes sunlight. Sometimes 
the shadows produced by direct sunlight can be interesting and fthe shadows produced by direct sunlight can be interesting and fun to play with. un to play with. 
DonDon’’t be afraid to experiment.t be afraid to experiment.

••

 

Tools like reflectors, diffusers, and fill flash can also help wTools like reflectors, diffusers, and fill flash can also help when it comes to shooting hen it comes to shooting 
outdoors in bright sunlight.outdoors in bright sunlight.



Finding the Right Light IndoorsFinding the Right Light Indoors

Indoor LightingIndoor Lighting
Learning to find the light indoors opens up a whole new realm ofLearning to find the light indoors opens up a whole new realm of

 

possibilities for possibilities for 
great portraits. With a few key elements, and a bit of creativitgreat portraits. With a few key elements, and a bit of creativity, you can create y, you can create 
gorgeous portraits no matter where you are.gorgeous portraits no matter where you are.

••

 

Use wider apertures, higher Use wider apertures, higher ISOsISOs, slower shutter speeds and tripod if necessary., slower shutter speeds and tripod if necessary.

••

 

Seek out rooms with large windows; control light with blinds if Seek out rooms with large windows; control light with blinds if necessary.necessary.

••

 

Wall, ceiling and furniture colour will affect the amount of ligWall, ceiling and furniture colour will affect the amount of light reflected; usually ht reflected; usually 
the brighter, light coloured rooms work best.the brighter, light coloured rooms work best.

••

 

Using tools such as reflectors and bounced flash can also work wUsing tools such as reflectors and bounced flash can also work well.ell.



Finding the Right Light IndoorsFinding the Right Light Indoors

Control The Light SourcesControl The Light Sources
Often youOften you’’ll walk into a room that you want to shoot in and the windows arll walk into a room that you want to shoot in and the windows are e 
open and all the overhead lights are on. The more light the bettopen and all the overhead lights are on. The more light the better, right? Wrong. er, right? Wrong. 

When you have both natural and artificial light going on, youWhen you have both natural and artificial light going on, you’’re mixing sources, re mixing sources, 
and that can make it impossible to properly white balance the imand that can make it impossible to properly white balance the image. This is age. This is 
especially bad when both light sources are hitting your subject.especially bad when both light sources are hitting your subject.

 

So control the light So control the light 
sources, and stick to just one. Most of the time this means shutsources, and stick to just one. Most of the time this means shutting off all the ting off all the 
overhead lighting, and working with just the window light. And woverhead lighting, and working with just the window light. And when I say all the hen I say all the 
lights, I really mean all the lights. If the light is on in the lights, I really mean all the lights. If the light is on in the kitchen, it can still spill into kitchen, it can still spill into 
the living room and affect your image.the living room and affect your image.

Sometimes you might actually want to use that overhead lighting Sometimes you might actually want to use that overhead lighting to create a to create a 
different mood. No problem. Just close the windows, and work witdifferent mood. No problem. Just close the windows, and work with only the h only the 
artificial sources.artificial sources.



Finding the Right Light IndoorsFinding the Right Light Indoors

Watch Your BackgroundsWatch Your Backgrounds

Shooting in homes and other indoor locations is fantastic, but dShooting in homes and other indoor locations is fantastic, but definitely has the efinitely has the 
challenge of busy backgrounds. You need to find the balance betwchallenge of busy backgrounds. You need to find the balance between showing the een showing the 
environment, but keeping it simple enough to maintain the focus environment, but keeping it simple enough to maintain the focus on your subjects. on your subjects. 
Pay attention to any objects that are strongly drawing your eye Pay attention to any objects that are strongly drawing your eye away from the away from the 
subjects. Sometimes yousubjects. Sometimes you’’ll need to do a bit of ll need to do a bit of ““redecoratingredecorating””

 

to get things just right to get things just right 
for the image. for the image. 

You can also balance things out by doing some portraits that shoYou can also balance things out by doing some portraits that show off the w off the 
environment, and then some that are super simple, and all about environment, and then some that are super simple, and all about the people. This the people. This 
is really easy to do in practically any indoor location. You jusis really easy to do in practically any indoor location. You just need to find a t need to find a 
window that is by a blank wall, and you pretty much have a photowindow that is by a blank wall, and you pretty much have a photographic studio graphic studio 
all ready for you! all ready for you! 



Finding the Right Light IndoorsFinding the Right Light Indoors

Window LightWindow Light
The key to great photography with window light is using your eyeThe key to great photography with window light is using your eyes. Look at whats. Look at what’’s s 
in front of you, decide if you like it, and adjust to taste. Oncin front of you, decide if you like it, and adjust to taste. Once you start to e you start to 
experiment, the possibilities are endless.experiment, the possibilities are endless.

Tips for Shooting with Window LightTips for Shooting with Window Light
••

 

Use your eyes. Think about the light in front of you. Does it loUse your eyes. Think about the light in front of you. Does it look interesting?ok interesting?
••

 

Shut off all other lights in the room so you only have one lightShut off all other lights in the room so you only have one light

 

source (otherwise source (otherwise 
white balancing is going to be a pain.)white balancing is going to be a pain.)

••

 

Expose for the bright side of the subject to avoid blowing out yExpose for the bright side of the subject to avoid blowing out your highlightsour highlights
••

 

Expose for the subject when using backlighting (and the window iExpose for the subject when using backlighting (and the window is going to blow s going to blow 
out. Thatout. That’’s ok)s ok)

••

 

If the sun is coming directly through the window, youIf the sun is coming directly through the window, you’’ll end up with harsh light ll end up with harsh light 
instead of soft. You might want that, or you might want to use ainstead of soft. You might want that, or you might want to use a

 

different window different window 
to get the soft stuffto get the soft stuff

••

 

When shooting people, try to get catch lights in their eyes to bWhen shooting people, try to get catch lights in their eyes to brighten them up. righten them up. 
Catch lights are the little white reflections of the light sourcCatch lights are the little white reflections of the light source that show up in eyes. e that show up in eyes. 
TheyThey’’re good things.re good things.



Finding the Right Light IndoorsFinding the Right Light Indoors

Different Types of Lighting To Try With A WindowDifferent Types of Lighting To Try With A Window

••

 

Different positions along the window (back, middle, front)Different positions along the window (back, middle, front)

••

 

Front lighting and backlightingFront lighting and backlighting

••

 

Adjust the angle that your subject is facing the window atAdjust the angle that your subject is facing the window at

••

 

Adjust the distance your subject is from the windowAdjust the distance your subject is from the window
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